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- Where are we now?
- Overview of the UK’s immigration system, as applicable to EU and non EU nationals working in the UK
– the current and future landscape
- Brexit and immigration (the EU Settlement Scheme and White Paper)
- Who is affected? Types of application
- Practical considerations and safeguards: what do employers and employees need to think about now
and what action needs to be taken?
- What can go wrong? How to preserve residence and issues surrounding family members
- British citizenship – naturalisation and registration

BCFA Implications of Brexit Seminar 

About the Seminar

January BCFA Implications of Brexit Seminar. We present Stephen Sidkin, Partner, Head of Commerce 
and Technology, Fox Williams LLP, Solicitors who will talk about the legal implications of Brexit on 
business contracts and what members should be doing now to prepare. Stephen is a founder partner of 
Fox Williams and specialises in advising on commercial agreements. He also established and leads Fox 
Williams' agentlaw team which advises clients from a multitude of industries on their agency and 
distribution contracts (www.agentlaw.co.uk).

Stephen will be joined by Sacha Schoenfeld, Business Immigration Law Partner at Fox Williams LLP. In 
view of the fact that the UK’s decision to leave the EU will inevitably cause a period of great uncertainty 
around immigration policy, Sacha is advising clients to ensure they are ready to take advantage of the 
opportunities, mitigate risks, and have the processes and people in place to manage a period of 
uncertainty. Sacha will also cover:

Agenda

2.00pm-2.30pm - Registration and Refreshments 
2.30pm-3.15pm - Stephen Sidkin & 15 minute Q&A 
3.30pm-4.15pm – Sacha Schoenfeld & 15 minute 
Q&A 4.30pm-5.15pm – Networking drinks & close.

To book your free place for the event, please click here and register

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/bcfa-implications-of-brexit-seminar-tickets-49840262567
https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/Bisley+Office+Furniture+Ltd/@51.5243922,-0.1020683,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x48761ad66458b15b:0x419b9ef28a91ce05!8m2!3d51.5243889!4d-0.0998796
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